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Today, I am posting an updated inspection form based on feedback that I received from several
dealers. We fixed a typo in the Brake section, changed the color scheme. Deprecated:
mysql_connect(): The mysql extension is deprecated and will be removed in the future: use
mysqli or PDO instead in /home/atyourbu/public_html/include.
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The electronic logging device (ELD) final rule was published in the December 16, 2015, Federal
Register. Motor carriers have until December 18, 2017, to comply with. Deprecated:
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mysqli or PDO instead in /home/atyourbu/public_html/include. Provides administrative policies,
press releases, legislative reports and environmental accomplishments.
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Learn about our detailed Vehicle Inspection and Reconditioning Process. Check out more
information about GM Certified car inspections.
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inspection . Rev. 8.25.16 Provides administrative policies, press releases, legislative reports and
environmental accomplishments.
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